
Rational Education.

„„„ manv vital questions which lie at the very foundation

Of serious education are either left undecided or decided the

svay i How many teachers think that the existence of a

"
for any particular subject of study is an indication that

the child ouqht to be made to learn something entirely different!

At a school with which I am well acquainted, the principal

intellectual exercises of the pupils used to be original Latin

versification and saying the dead languages by heart. No one

stopped to inquire whether they were of any use. The verses

were defended by arguments which applied, not to original

composition, but to versions. The repetition went on in the

old slovenly way, notwithstanding the judgment of Locke that

it does not strengthen the memory, and abundant evidence from

sufferers that their memory was weakened by it. However

strongly it is held by theorisers in education that pleasure is

a more powerful motive to exertion than pain, and that a

certain congruity between mind and subject is essential for

effective learning, these principles have little influence on the

piactice of education. It has always seemed to me probable

that each mind has its own individual manner of growth, as the

body has, and that as different bodies arrive at their maturity by

various paths, some starting up with rapidity, others growing
ater in life, some broadening out at an early age, others
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to assimilate
:

with the exact pabulum which it feels a desire
and the other, that the development of one organ of the mind
calls into play all the others. So far from applying correctives
or counterpoises to natural tendencies, we should seize upon
these tendencies as our most useful allies, and be sure it is

only by having these friends within the fortress that there is

any chance of the gates being open to us.

Let me give some examples. Economicus, at the age of

fifteen, was a strong, healthy lad, full of spirit and enjoyment

of life, but careless and indifferent about his work—content with

remaining in the middle of his form, and with the prospect of

proceeding to an easy-going college at Oxford. He saw a

happy life, without too much thought, spreading out before

him for the next eight years, and he was contented with the

prospect. One day, he brought me a Latin theme in, by which

he asserted with some vehemence the doctrine of the Divine

Right of Kings. I said, “You surely do not believe in that

delusion ?
” He replied that he did, and I urged him to write

an English essay upon the subject. This was followed by

several other essays on political and historical questions. I

found them to be well argued and expressed, showing

remarkable reasoning powers and a considerable comman o

language. It then appeared to me that the strengt i o

Economicus lay in history-that it was by this avenue that

the fortress could best be approached. I therefore suggested

that he should read Gibbon’s “ History of the Roman Lmp.r ,

and should make an abstract of it. He entered upon£etwk

with avidity, and in a few months had comp
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At a slightly later period he made a most
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"class was eventually attained in due course. The later

career of Economicus has been very instructive. Devoting

himself after his degree to economical studies, he became

professor of political economy in a provincial university, and

when he gave this up occupied himself with writing books on

the same subject. He is now an authority on economical

questions, and the development of this central interest of his

life has given happiness and stability to his career. It is

always unprofitable to speculate on what might have happened,

but it seems likely that unless the attention of Economicus

had been directed to the studies for which he was most fitted

at an early age, he might have wasted valuable years without

finding his vocation.

Physicus was a generation younger than Economicus. He
had entered the public school at eight years old, and so

was not likely to have contracted any very ardent love of

intellectual pursuits. He might have been called the “ gutta-

percha boy.” His ordinary way of entering the water when
bathing was to lay himself on the top step of the ladder and
roll slowly down. He could climb a post like a monkey,
and delighted in taming unbroken horses. Yet, at fifteen, his

intellectual powers had been scarcely roused. At this time, it

was discovered that he had a strong taste for science. A master
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science. The scheme was quite successful. He became amaster of both tongues, and passed into the army with nearlv
full marks for all his scientific and mathematical subjects. Hissubsequent career did not belie its beginning. He showed
himself a distinguished officer in the Soudan campaigns. He
passed the staff college examinations with brilliancy He
explored unknown countries, and wrote books which were
widely read. Perhaps, if his scientific tastes had not been
discovered at the right moment, he would have lived and died
a fox-hunting squire.

Eutrapelus belongs to a younger epoch. As a boy he had
a real genius for music and for science, two subjects which are

not much encouraged even in modern public schools. As
music was his chief passion, I strongly recommended that he

should be sent to Germany with a cultivated tutor who, making

music his first aim, would stimulate, as occasion served, all other

intellectual activities. However, the attractions of the public

school prevailed. But the result was a failure. The advice at

first given was followed after the loss of a year and a-half of

valuable time. Eutrapelus is now on the high road to be, not

only a distinguished musician and composer, but a cultivated

man of letters. The scientific tendency has for a time retired

into the background. Perhaps the public school nipped it in

the bud. But the case of Eutrapelus shows, like those of

Economicus and Physicus, that the best results in education

are produced by giving every scope and development to strong

natural tendencies, and by treating them as the starting point

from which other activities are to spring.

Oscar Browning.


